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FOREWORD
Hans van den Broek

© The rights Forum

In early 1993, I was appointed EU
Commissioner for External Relations.
It was a time of hope and engagement
between Israel and the Palestinians,
months before the signing of the
Oslo Accords.
As the window of opportunity for peace between Israel and
the palestinians is closing before our eyes, the eU now faces
a fundamental challenge and possibly last chance to translate
number of reasons. The stagnation of the peace process cannot
be attributed to a single factor.
the lead.
one – is Israel’s incessant settlement policy in the West Bank and

This groundbreaking report suggests how the eU could do so. It
should adopt to restore credibility to the eU’s positions and contain
consideration.

during the past decades, the eU has consistently criticized

I am of the opinion that these measures, directed only at illegal
settlements outside Israel’s recognised borders, do not constitute

under international law and regard them as major obstacles to
peace. repeatedly, the eU has stressed that it will not recognise
any unilateral changes to the pre-1967 borders, including with
regard to Jerusalem.

state solution, in accordance with international law, should be seen
as a contribution to Israel’s security and legitimacy.

As settlement construction has continued and accelerated,

Hans van den Broek
Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands (1982-1993)
and former eU Commissioner for external relations (1993-1999)

strategic interests.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The two economies of the West Bank

The European Union’s position is
absolutely clear: Israeli settlements in the
occupied Palestinian territory are “illegal
under international law, constitute an
obstacle to peace and threaten to make a
two-state solution impossible”.1 Yet this
report shows how European policy helps
sustain the settlements. It reveals that the
EU imports approximately fifteen times
more from the illegal settlements than
from the Palestinians themselves.
Israeli settlements are communities established on territories
occupied by Israel since 1967. Today there are more than 500,000
Jerusalem. Settlements control more than 42% of the West Bank’s
land and the majority of its water and natural resources.2 Their daily
encroachment on palestinian territory undermines the feasibility of the
two-state solution promoted by the european Union.

10

by Israeli restrictions on access to markets and natural resources,
the annual cost of which has been estimated at eUr 5.2 billion or
85% of the total palestinian Gdp.6 As a result of these restrictions,

thousand people from their homes in 2011, almost twice the number
in 2010.4

A discriminatory two-tier system

citizenship, and palestinians subject to Israeli military laws that

despite limited easing in the last years.5 Access to water also

palestinians.7
This has helped create a situation where the palestinian Authority is
dependent on large amounts of funds from the eU and other foreign

settlements.

4. exclude settlement products from
preferential market access by insisting
that Israel start designating the origin of
settlement products differently than ‘Israel’.

eU/eFTA

5. exclude settlements from bilateral
agreements and cooperation instruments
with Israel by means of explicit legal

National and eU

The many linkages with settlements are inconsistent with
europe’s obligations under international law, which stipulates

6. exclude settlement products and
companies from public procurement
tenders.

National and eU

duty not to recognise, aid or assist settlements as well as the
contributing to their permanence, the eU is also undermining

The contradictions of Europe’s trade with Israeli
settlements

Financial transactions with settlements
state-building efforts. There is a growing awareness among

7.

(€230m) a year8
eU imports from palestinians.9 With more than four million palestinians

adopting guidelines for correct labelling of settlement products.

National

from tax deduction systems, as done in
Norway.

their rhetoric on settlements and their practice. The British and

8.

National in absence
of common eU action

can do to ensure their policies do not directly or indirectly support
settlements and the associated injustices.
palestinian.
The most common settlement products sold in europe include
agricultural products ,such as dates, citrus fruits and herbs, and

Recommended measures (for national
governments and the EU as appropriate)

plastics, textile products and toys.

Sales and imports of settlement products

has been accepting imports of these settlements products with origin
designated as “Israel”, thus acquiescing to Israel’s extension of its

1. ensure correct consumer labelling
of all settlement products as a minimum
measure, as done by the UK

also sold in european stores under the misleading label “Made in
Israel”, denying consumers their right, under existing eU consumer
protection legislation, to make informed decisions when they shop.
As a result, many european consumers are unwittingly supporting the

G4S (UK/denmark), Alstom (France), veolia (France), and Heidelberg
Cement (Germany). others, such as deutsche Bahn (Germany),

National

National and eU

10. Issue guidelines for european tour

manufactured products.

National

settlement businesses.

2. As a further measure, discourage
businesses from purchasing settlement
goods and from all other commercial

National

3.

National in absence
of common eU action

imports of settlement products, as called
for by Ireland.

Other measures
9. discourage citizens from buying
property in settlements by means of

Beyond the trade in settlement goods, some european-owned

resources, while restricting palestinians from drilling new wells and
groundwater to irrigate export crops on settlement farms has dried up

Agreement on Conformity Assessment and Acceptance of
Industrial products (ACAA), is another example of eU’s failure to

Excluding settlements from EU
and national relations with Israel

The way forward

3

Meanwhile the demolitions of palestinian structures - including those

Adding to the contradictions at the heart of eU policy towards
Israel’s illegal settlements, the eU has failed to fully exclude

11. draw up a list of companies misstating the origin of settlement
goods as ‘Israel’ as requested by the
european parliament.

eU

12. Insist that Israel disaggregates

oeCd members

organisation for economic Co-

own lands.
the companies still doing business in the settlements.
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INTRODUCTION
The position of the european Union is absolutely clear:
“Settlements are illegal under international law, constitute an
obstacle to peace and threaten to make a two-state solution
impossible”.11
little to halt the continued settlement construction. At the same
time, europe has continued trading with the settlements, thus
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The signatories to this report –
humanitarian, development, human
rights, peace-building and faith
organisations from nine EU member
states, as well as from Norway and
Switzerland - have been witnessing the
daily impacts of Israeli settlements on
Palestinian communities in the occupied
territory for many years. In contrast to
the commonly held perception that the
situation is one of stalemate and status
quo, they have seen that the reality on
the ground is far from static. Settlements
are expanding, reducing Palestinian
access to resources such as water and
farmland, while the related infrastructure
of checkpoints, settler roads and the
separation barrier is blocking their
freedom of movement and hindering
their access to basic services. Palestinian
homes and infrastructure are being
demolished to make way for settlements,
displacing hundreds of people every year.
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CHAPTER 1
ISRAELI SETTLEMENTS
AND THEIR IMPACT

settlements in the West Bank, including east Jerusalem.12 The
settler population has more than doubled since the conclusion of
a framework for ending the occupation.13 The settler population is
the last decade) than the Israeli population as a whole (1.8%).14
Some of the largest settlements, such as Ma’ale Adummim, Ariel
and Betar Illit are now sizable towns with tens of thousands of
inhabitants.
during the past two years in particular, following the failure of US
freeze settlement construction, settlement growth has markedly
15

The growth of settlements is creating facts on the ground that are
photo: Trócaire/Alan Whelan

Settlements are Israeli communities
established on territory occupied by
Israel since the 1967 Arab-Israeli war.
Settlements are supported by an
infrastructure including special roads,
checkpoints, and the separation barrier
dividing them from the surrounding
Palestinian population. Settlements
violate international law and UN Security
Council resolutions and yet, throughout
the 45 years of Israel’s occupation of
the Palestinian territory, every Israeli
government has promoted continued
settlement expansion.

and allocated to settlements.16 Settlements and the related
infrastructure, including new road networks and the separation
The construction of the Wall in the Palestinian village of Al Walaje which has been
surrounded by thousands of settlement units in the Gush Etzion bloc. Photo: David Levene

and construct housing and infrastructure. At the same time,

Areas A, B and C: permanent
temporariness

internationally accepted pre-1967 border between Israel and the
West Bank.
Through the establishment of settlements, Israel has created
a discriminatory two-tier regime in the West Bank with two
different systems of law. While settlers enjoy all the rights and

Israeli-palestinian security control. “Area C” is under the full
17

the West Bank, Area C is the largest and the only contiguous
18
In order
checkpoints. Area C also contains the majority of water
resources and grazing and agricultural land. As the eU has
noted in an internal report, the palestinian state-building project

“Israel’s continuing announcements to accelerate
the construction of settlements in the Occupied
Palestinian Territories, including East Jerusalem,
send a devastating message. We call on the Israeli
government to reverse these steps. The viability
of the Palestinian state that we want to see and the
two-state solution that is essential for Israel’s longterm security are threatened by the systematic and
deliberate expansion of settlements. Settlements
are illegal under international law and represent a
serious blow to the Quartet’s efforts to restart peace
negotiations. All settlement activity, including in
East Jerusalem, must cease immediately.”
eU statement at the UN Security Council, december 201120

to the fragmented and isolated ‘islands’ of areas A and B in the
‘ocean’ of the contiguous area C”.19
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1.1 Impacts on Palestinian
rights and livelihoods

at least 62 structures funded by european donors were demolished
in Area C; including water cisterns, animal shelters and agricultural and
residential structures. At least another 110 structures funded by european
work” orders from Israeli authorities.27 There are no known cases where
authorities for the damage to their projects.

Checkpoints, roadblocks and the separation barrier

including checkpoints, roadblocks and the separation barrier,

An Israeli settlement on the outskirts of East Jerusalem. Settlements are being
constructed around the city, cutting off Palestinian East Jerusalem from the West
Bank. Despite widespread water shortages in Palestinian communities, many of these
settlements boast swimming pools and water features. Photo: Trócaire/Alan Whelan

of the physical restrictions in the last four years, palestinians still face
accessing their workplaces, farmland, schools and hospitals, and

Unequal access to water

28

West Bank. Approximately 70 communities, with a combined population

Israel has been extracting West Bank water at such a rate that it has
35
At the same time,
36

than the direct route to the closest city.29
Members of the a-Rashaydah family after the demolition of their home in Fasayil,
the Jordan Valley. Photo: B’Tselem/Atef Abu a Rob

are intended to protect the Israeli settlers’ security and to facilitate their
30

The Israeli policy of building settlements in the occupied territory

are demolished to make way for illegal settlements, displacing

impact. More than half the palestinians displaced in 2011
were children24 for whom the loss of their home is particularly

to special roads that bypass palestinian populated areas and connect
settlements to the road network and cities inside Israel and to other
settlements.
The separation barrier is a major additional obstacle to palestinian

According to Israeli authorities, demolitions are carried out
because structures lack the required building permits. In reality,
it is almost impossible for palestinians to obtain permits to

resources such as water and farmland.

Demolitions and forced displacement

infrastructure for local communities in Area C. Israeli authorities
palestinian homes and infrastructure by Israeli forces, resulting
in accelerated forcible displacement of people. In 2011, 622
essential structures were destroyed in Area C and east Jerusalem,
displacing almost 1,100 palestinians. This is almost double the

palestinian structures in Area C in recent years.25
In contrast, Israeli settlement construction continues unabated

entire settlement outposts in breach of Israel’s own regulations,
areas allocated to settlements.21
connected them to the road network, electricity and water supply
month has kept pace with the preceding record year. Thousands
more remain at risk of demolition and displacement in Area C and
east Jerusalem. destruction of the occupied population’s property,
22

about 100 settlement outposts built without the required permits
(while all settlements, whether with permits or not, are illegal
under international law).26

international law.23
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accepted pre-1967 ‘Green Line’ for 85% of its 700km route, making
the barrier illegal under international law, as stated by the International
Court of Justice.31 Cutting deep into the West Bank, the barrier is
11,000 palestinians on the ‘Israeli’ side and separating farmers
from their lands. The route of the barrier is primarily determined by
the location of the settlements, as it keeps 85% of the settlement
population, including areas planned for future settlement expansion,
on the ‘Israeli’ side of the barrier.32

Under the oslo Agreement, which was meant to be temporary and
transitional, Israelis were allocated four times more water from the
shared West Bank aquifers than palestinians. In practice, Israel has
been extracting up to 80% more than this allocation agreed under oslo.

the palestinian population increased by half, according to the World
Bank.37

73 litres a day per person – well below the 100 litres per capita daily
recommended by the World Health organisation (WHo) as the
minimum quantity for basic consumption. per capita water use for
Israelis - including settlers - is three and half times higher.38
The unequal access to water keeps Israeli settlement farms well
irrigated and lush, while the palestinian agricultural sector could support
up to 110,000 more jobs with adequate access to water.39

Access to east Jerusalem also remains a major problem. Israel obliges
or Israeli citizenship to apply for a permit through a complicated and
time-consuming process. This is also the case for medical patients
accessing palestinian hospitals in east Jerusalem. 19% of patients
and their companions in the West Bank who applied for healthcare
access in 2011 had their permits denied or delayed.33
ambulance to an Israeli ambulance at a checkpoint before entering
Jerusalem.34

settlers in the area use one-quarter the total amount of water consumed
by the entire palestinian population of the West Bank, some 2.5 million
people.40 In some cases, pumping of water from Israeli wells in the
occupied territory to irrigate settlement agriculture for export has dried
own lands.41
the Jordan valley alone; today there are only 89.42
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Under international law, Israeli authorities are obliged to secure law

Palestinian workers in settlements

56

of opportunity. This is despite the policy of the palestinian Authority,
supported by palestinian trade unions, that discourages palestinians
from working in the settlements.

exploitation of palestinian labour. palestinians working in settlements
are employed mainly in construction, agriculture and in the industrial
zones.
At least 9,500 palestinians are working in settlement farms, which

57

1.2 Settlements, trade
and international law
Why are settlements illegal?
As the occupying power, Israel is obliged to respect international

workers on what used to be their own land.51 palestinian workers often
transferring its citizens into the occupied territory (Article 49). The
Hague regulations prohibit an occupying power from undertaking
permanent changes in the occupied area unless these are due
Palestinians construct a greenhouse on an Israeli settlement farm in the Jordan
Valley. Photo: Christian Aid/Tabitha Ross
58

pay.

52

Water cisterns used by palestinian farmers to collect rainwater are
frequently demolished by the Israeli authorities (46 in 2011 alone),
further limiting their ability to grow crops.43 In addition, a growing

reinforce the basic principle that an occupier only acquires

Bardala and Mehola
The palestinian community of Bardala in the northern Jordan valley

children as young as 12 also work seasonally on the Jordan valley
settlement farms, mainly when dates, peppers and tomatoes are

They are also in accordance with the principle of
“inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war”.60
59

53

44

Settler violence
Since then, the demand from the settlements for water to grow

The presence of illegal settlements in the occupied territory is a

of Justice and repeatedly stated by the eU.61 Settlements also
breach the palestinian right to self-determination.62

45

Israel’s exploitation of water resources of the occupied territory

wells drilled by the Israeli water company Mekorot in the 1960s
and 70s caused shallower palestinian wells and springs to dry
up. 47
to affected palestinians but Bardala residents told Human rights

international law.46 By importing agricultural crops grown on
settlements and dependent on extraction of water europe is

48

Farmers

attacks committed by settlers.
including:
2011 saw a record number of settler attacks resulting in palestinian
casualties and property damage: 32% more than in 2010, and
exploitation of palestinian non-renewable natural resources; 63
54

as much land as they used to, due to lack of irrigation water.49
planning;64
trees, were damaged or destroyed by Israeli settlers last year,
55

palestinians; 65
addition to a swimming pool, Mehola’s generous water supply allows

property.
pre-1967 Green Line;66

Mehola produces melons and dates for export to europe.

50
67
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CHAPTER 2
THE TWO ECONOMIES
OF THE WEST BANK:
LAVISH SUBSIDIES VS.
CRIPPLING BARRIERS

Some streets in the old centre of Hebron are now off limits to Palestinians due to
the presence of settlers in the centre of the city. Streets such as this were once busy
markets but are now empty. Photo: Trócaire/Eoghan Rice

What are the obligations of European
governments?

all trade with settlements, as states permitting entry of settlement
products to their markets are implicitly recognising, aiding and
assisting settlements.71

Under international law, third states, including european

Farmers and manufacturers operating
in settlements benefit from wideranging government incentives as well
as from easy access to international
markets via special roads that bypass
Palestinian populated areas. In stark
contrast, the Palestinian economy
and trade are severely restricted by
multiple physical and administrative
obstacles imposed by the Israeli
authorities. This makes the Palestinians
dependent on funds from the EU and
other foreign donors.

the West Bank, built on confiscated palestinian land. photo: Trócaire/Garry Walsh

settlements;
a 69% discount on lease of land intended for industrial use, tourism and
trade;

2.1 Benefits for settlements
farms in the Jordan valley that produce mainly for export to europe.76

breaches of international law:
duty not to recognise as lawful a situation arising from a breach
of international law (duty of non-recognition);
duty not to render aid or assistance in maintaining the illegal
situation; and
duty to ensure compliance by all signatories, including Israel,

products, Crawford points out that if an eU member state wished
to do so, this would be permissible under eU and World Trade
organisation law.72

eU and international markets. This is partly due to the special

Crawford further argues that third states’ purchase of agricultural
produce from settlements (e.g. through public procurement) would
breach their obligation not to aid or assist the ongoing commission of
an internationally unlawful act. This is because settlement agriculture is

and subsidies, including for housing construction, education,

special roads that facilitate rapid and unfettered access by settlers to
both Israeli and external markets.

within the pre-1967 lines. According to the Israeli NGo peace

68

respect pre-existing laws.

73

In a recently published legal opinion, James Crawford, professor

settlement exporters obliged to pay eU import duty. This
compensation was introduced when the eU and the european Free
Trade Association (eFTA) decided to exclude imports of settlement
products from tariff-free treatment in 2005 (see chapter 4.1). For
million) for these reimbursements.77

not to aid or assist breaches of international law, as the link
between the third state’s conduct and the illegal conduct of Israel
69

infrastructure (e.g. the Jerusalem light rail) may breach the duty of nonrecognition, since it contributes to making the occupation permanent.74
In the last chapter, this report puts forward concrete measures the

by the International Court of Justice in relation to South Africa’s
occupation of Namibia in 1971, Crawford argues that allowing
trade with settlements might in some cases breach the third states’

In 2005, the eU heads of states jointly called “for the abolition of
than twice as high per capita than inside Israel, while spending on
education per pupil was 63% higher in settlements.75

the settlements and their inhabitants”.78

70
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2.2 Restrictions on Palestinian
economy and trade

“Very few economies have faced such a
comprehensive array of obstacles to investment –
not just of physical impediments to movement, but
also comprehensive institutional and administrative
barriers. … The numerous Israeli road blocks,
closed areas, restricted roads, and growing
settlements have cut the Palestinian communities
into isolated cantons, raising transportation costs
and significantly limiting the ability of Palestinian
enterprises to achieve economies of scale.”

According to the paris protocol, signed in 1994 as part of the oslo
peace process and recognised by Israel as the formal basis of
the right to export their products without restrictions and should be

palestinians granting them preferential access to the european
market, including duty-free access for industrial products.79 In
2011, the eU extended the duty-free access to most palestinian
agricultural exports, in what the eU has called “one of the most
agriculture”.80

World Bank91

A photo contrasts life in a busy Hebron market in 1999 and life on that street today.
The old centre of Hebron has been closed to Palestinians, turning the city into a ghost
town. Photo: Trócaire /Eoghan Rice

Gaza closure: Compared to the West Bank, the Gaza Strip has

settlements.82
Ban on dual-use items: Israel bans palestinians from importing a
range of “dual-use” items, including chemicals and fertilisers used

83

86

eU

Obstacles to movement of goods: While settlers enjoy easy
and direct access to Israeli and international markets, all palestinian
goods destined for Israel or further export must pass through Israeli

is extremely time-consuming and often damages the products.
palestinian goods destined for international markets then pass through

The expansion of settlements and associated displacement of
of eU aid and obstructed the stated goal of this funding:
palestinian statehood as part of a two-state solution. By trading
with settlements and contributing to their permanence, the eU is

1994 and 201193, and allocated €525m in 2011 alone94; this does not
to a few shipments of agricultural produce to the Netherlands and
two trucks of garments to the UK.87
Altogether, the Israeli restrictions “remain the major impediment to
sustainable economic growth” in the occupied palestinian territory,
according to the World Bank.88 A palestinian study cited by the
billion (€5.2 billion) in 2010, or 85% of the total palestinian Gdp. In
other words, if the restrictions were lifted, the palestinian economy
would be almost double in size than it is today.89

It is estimated that the fertilizer restrictions lead to
84

2.3 EU funding and Palestinian
aid dependency
Israeli settlement policy and the associated restrictions placed
on the palestinian economy make the palestinian Authority (pA)
dependent on funds from the eU and other foreign donors for
approximately one-third of its expenditure.92 The eU is the largest

The restrictions include:
Constraints on access to land and water: These restrictions
are particularly crippling for the palestinian agricultural sector.
According to UNCTAd, “the economy has lost access to 40%
of West Bank land, 82% of its ground water, and more than two
thirds of its grazing land” and the impact on palestinian agriculture
81
restrictions on access to water make

Laith Nasser (3) from the village of Susiya in the South Hebron Hills, which is currently
under threat of demolition. Laith’s family have had their home demolished seven times.
Photo: Trócaire /Eoghan Rice

“The increased restrictions on the movement of
goods and people across the Israel/WBG borders
since the mid-1990s, culminating in the blockade on
Gaza and completion of the Separation Barrier, led to
a decline in exports to less than 15 percent of GDP in
recent years. This is down from over half of GDP in
the 1980s, when Palestinians enjoyed mostly free and
unhindered trade with Israel.”

Furthermore, while the eU’s aid has been crucial to address the
Although palestinians are among the highest per capita
recipients of foreign aid in the world, foreign funding is unable to
compensate for the paralysing impact of Israeli constraints on
access to markets and resources. The pA is currently facing an

The european
Commission recently announced new funding of €100 million for
the palestinians.96
95

on the palestinian economy. A recent estimate cited by the

of only an additional 3.5% of Area C in the Jordan valley, the
entire annual foreign aid budget to the pA.97

International Monetary Fund90

85
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power to ensure the welfare of the occupied population.

aid dependency.

“At present, international donors meet most of the
bill for the consequences of occupation that should
be met under the Geneva convention by Israel. ... If
Israel continues, as its prime minister says it will,
to build settlements, making an agreement on a
viable Palestinian state all but impossible, should the
international community simply shrug its shoulders
and write more cheques? The money that I spent in
Palestine on behalf of European voters and taxpayers
over five years as a European commissioner has
drained away into the blood-soaked sand.”
Chris patten, former eU Commissioner for external relations98
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CHAPTER 3
EUROPE’S ECONOMIC
LINKS WITH SETTLEMENTS
While condemning the illegal Israeli
settlements and supporting Palestinian
statehood, the EU is concurrently
importing fifteen times more from the
settlements than from the Palestinians.
In addition, some European companies
have invested in settlements and related
infrastructure or are providing services
to them. These economic links help
ensure that settlements are financially
viable and can grow further. As most
settlement products are sold under the
misleading label “Made in Israel”, many
European consumers are also unwittingly
supporting the settlement enterprise.

3.1 Volume of settlement
trade with the EU

imports at least 100 times more per settler than per palestinian.
This is despite the eU’s condemnations of the illegal settlements

settlements to the eU as the eU does not collect separate trade
data for settlements. The Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs has,

million).100 This represents approximately 2% of total Israeli
exports to the eU.101
This is lower than the share of settler population in the total
Israeli population (c. 7%) and than the share of the settlement
economy in Israel’s Gdp, estimated by the oeCd at 3.9%.102

adjusted to include products wholly or partially produced or

proportion of total Israeli exports, they still amount to a

settlement businesses and the crippling restrictions imposed on the
palestinian economy described in the preceding chapter. By importing

helping entrench the discriminatory two-tier system in the West Bank.
Citrus fruits being sold in a supermarket. Photo: www.freeimageworks.com

3.2 Most common settlement
products sold in Europe

Occupied Jordan Valley:
farming injustice

Agricultural products

due to its climate and rich water resources, the Jordan valley is
the main agricultural region in the West Bank and could be the

Agricultural products grown in the settlements include dates,
with settlements bolsters their economy and contributes to their
permanence and growth, thereby helping to perpetuate the
associated impacts on palestinian communities.

case of settlements because of the higher proportion of fresh

103

Indeed, using

tomatoes, aubergines, cucumbers and potatoes.104

predominantly for export:

european retailers during winter months when they are out of
season in europe. In most european countries where there are
no clear labelling guidelines and where supermarkets continue
sourcing settlement goods, it is usually impossible for the consumer
Israel or from the settlements.

can be expected to be similar for fresh produce from settlements.99
Fresh agricultural produce from settlements is exported to europe
by Israeli companies that source from both Israel and from
settlements. Mehadrin is currently the largest Israeli company

in the settlements of the Jordan valley. Hadiklaim is the main Israeli
exporter of dates, a large share of which comes from settlements.105

€15 million

Apart from fresh produce, a number of Israeli wines sold in europe
are made from grapes grown in settlements. According to the Israeli

Palestinian exports
to the EU
the West Bank.106 Food processing companies based in the West
Bank settlements and exporting to europe include Achdut (producer

€230 million

107

is estimated at about 500 million shekels (€100 million) per year.108
The main agricultural products include dates, grapes, peppers and
fresh herbs.109
More than 80% of dates from the Jordan valley settlements are
grown for export.110
About 70% of grapes produced by the Jordan valley settlements
are directed for export and make up approximately half of all grapes
exported by Israel.111
Fresh herbs from the Jordan valley settlements are all for export
and constitute about half of total Israeli exports of fresh herbs; 80%
of them are exported to europe (mainly France, Switzerland, the
112

europe, the Jordan valley is also an area where settlement expansion
where the inequities between settlers and palestinians are most
extreme. Israeli settlers make up 13% of the population of the Jordan

export to the EU from
illegal settlements;

and their water allocation by 20%.113 european demand for settlement
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Story of a Palestinian date farm in the Jordan
Valley: growing in an unfair field123
16 kilometres north of the dead Sea, Zuhair Al-Manasreh runs

in the Jordan valley. With 20,000 trees, the three-year-old
company expects to produce between 400 and 600 tons of high
quality Mejdool dates for export this year.
But this is just a tiny fraction of what his Israeli competitors in the

The company Ahava labels their products “Made in Israel”, despite the fact that
they are manufactured in a settlement in the occupied Palestinian territory. The postal
Code 86983, shown in tiny characters on the packaging, is the postal code for the
Israeli settlement Mitzpe Shalem by the Dead Sea. Photo: Norwegian People’s Aid

Manufactured goods
Settlements in the West Bank produce a range of industrial
goods, mostly manufactured in purpose-built industrial zones.

refrigerating, palestinian farmers need to sell quickly before their

117

The main factory is in the Mishor Adummim industrial zone in the
West Bank. Mishor Adummim is part of Ma’ale Adummim, one of
the largest settlements strategically located east of Jerusalem,
the establishment of which is considered one of the largest

from constructing permanent infrastructure in occupied territory,
population.114 examples of industrial products manufactured in
settlements and sold in europe include:

In contrast, palestinians in the Jordan valley face restrictions
on the use of land, water, and on building, which means that
companies like Nakheel palestine are not competing on a

goods to markets make this challenging.
In spite of this, Al-Manasreh says growing dates is a strategic
choice to keep the palestinian presence and agriculture in the

118

Ahava cosmetics:

SodaStream pays taxes to Ma’ale Adummim Municipality; its

operates in the West Bank. It manufactures all of its products in
Mitzpe Shalem, an Israeli settlement in the occupied Jordan valley, on

bifurcates the West Bank and is considered to be a major obstacle
to any future peace agreement.119

Workers sort dates for export at Nakheel Palestine for Agricultural Investment.

The company also has a production facility in Israel proper and
has a license to extract mud from the occupied area of the dead Sea
in some of its products - a breach of international law, which prohibits
exploitation of natural resources of an occupied territory for commercial

are allowed to drill new, deep wells, restrictions on palestinians’
water use means that they are left with older, shallow wells with
salinated, brackish water. dates are one of the few agricultural
products that can withstand this low quality water. Since dates
and can withstand the lengthy delays faced by palestinian export
goods at Israeli checkpoints and in port terminals.

Still, until Israeli constraints on palestinians in the Jordan valley

products are usually sold abroad under the label “Made in Israel”.

120

full potential. The company’s farms are spread across land that
including to some 20 european countries. 115

Keter plastics:

pharmacies and retail chains. despite being produced in a settlement

The Israeli company Keter plastic is a large manufacturer of indoor
and outdoor plastic furniture and household products that operates in
90 countries worldwide. Keter and its subsidiary, Lipski, operate two
factories in the Barkan industrial zone in the West Bank, but it also has a
number of other factories in Israel and abroad. It is unclear which of the
Keter products are manufactured in the two settlement factories.121

misleading consumers. About 45% of the company’s shares are owned
116

other manufacturing companies based in settlement industrial zones

SodaStream carbonation devices:
soft drinks. SodaStream products, also known under the brand
name Soda Club, are sold at more than 35,000 stores worldwide
and 68% of sales are in europe.

ofertex (textile products); Supergum (car plastics); Tip Top Toys Star
(Interstar toys); Twitoplast (plastic accessories); and Yardeni Locks

explains. “There is a lot of agricultural land in the Jordan valley
that has been abandoned by palestinian farmers because
they can’t access water. When land lays fallow, it can easily be
making money, it is also about keeping palestinian production

Area C, the company has had to build from the ground up, often
without permits which are almost impossible to obtain. In order
Nakheel palestine had to build its own agricultural roads. They

company also faces restrictions on building warehouses, and has
settlement farms, Nakheel palestine currently employs 40 full
time and 100 seasonal workers. With plans to plant an additional
24,000 date trees in the next two years, Al-Manasreh expects to
triple its workforce.

work station. Nakheel palestine has brought three cases
challenging the demolition orders to the Israeli Supreme Court.

that are sold on international markets under different brands.122
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3.3 Involvement of European
companies
Beyond the trade in settlement goods, some international

AssaAbloy, the Swedish manufacturer of locks, relocated the
factory of the Israeli company Mul-T-Lock, owned by AssaAbloy,
from the Barkan industrial zone in the West Bank to a site within
criticism in a report from Swedish NGos echoed by the Swedish
131

businesses, extraction of non-renewable resources, and
Deutsche Bahn, the German state-owned railway company,
examples, based on recent information from multiple sources:
G4S, the British-danish multinational company, has been
equipment to Israeli checkpoints, to prisons detaining palestinians

127

132

Unilever, the UK and dutch multinational company, is in the

Alstom
in the light rail project that connects Jerusalem with nearby
operating in 2011. In late 2011, Alstom announced it would sell its
stake in the project consortium, but has not yet succeeded to do
Palestinians harvesting dates in Tomer settlement, Jordan Valley.
Photo: Jean-Patrick Perrin

dates from the occupied Jordan valley are one of the most
prominent agricultural settlement products, and can be found on

transportation authorities with whom it has contractual obligations.
Through its Israeli subsidiaries, veolia also has a contract for

More than 80% of dates from the Jordan valley settlements are
grown for export.124 In 2011, global Israeli date exports reached
25,000 tons, of which 12,000 were produced in the Jordan valley
settlements. Many of these are the popular Mejdool dates. Israel

These examples show the path to follow for the companies still

128

Veolia
in the Jerusalem light rail project, including through a majority
share in the company operating the trains. Following campaigns

Dates from the Jordan Valley

december 2012.133

valley.129
Heidelberg Cement, the German cement producer, owns a sand

face the risk of legal action. Companies also increasingly commit
to, and hence are increasingly held accountable to international
emerged in recent years. These include the ‘ruggie Guidelines’
(The UN Guiding principles on Business and Human rights) and
the oeCd Guidelines for Multinational enterprises. Both these
frameworks recommend that companies assess the human
rights impact of their operations (including potential breaches
of international humanitarian law) as part of their CSr policies.

are grown in the Jordan valley settlements.125
occupied population are contrary to international law. Heidelberg
Cement has tried to sell its West Bank operations, but so far
without success.130

palestinians produce some 2,500 tons of dates in the occupied
territory, of which about 300 tons are exported, most of them
to the Gulf states.126
The main Israeli exporter of dates is the company Hadiklaim.
Hadiklaim appears to mark all dates as Israeli produce, making it
proper and from the occupied Jordan valley.

directly to those impacts. These frameworks also require
134

in the West Bank in recent years after they were alerted to their
Dates on sale in the Netherlands. The label reads “West Bank” which leaves the
consumer unclear whether the fruits are from Israeli settlements or from Palestinian
producers. After enquiry, the seller explained the dates were from Tomer settlement
in the Jordan Valley. Photo: Willemijn Leenhouts / Cordaid
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and tackle these economic linkages.
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CHAPTER 4
EUROPEAN POLICIES
VIS-A-VIS SETTLEMENTS
The European Union regularly criticizes
and condemns the Israeli settlement
policy. Yet simultaneously it supports the
viability of settlements by purchasing
their products. Moreover, by accepting
imports of settlement goods designated
as originating in “Israel”, Europe is tacitly
accepting Israel’s creeping expansion of
sovereignty. And by permitting the sale of
settlement products mis-labelled as “Made
in Israel”, governments are failing to protect
consumers’ legal right to make an informed
choice about purchasing settlement goods.
There is a growing awareness among
European governments of the need to
rectify these inconsistencies.

4.1 Settlement goods and
preferential market access
products from Israeli settlements in the occupied palestinian territory
The eU-Israel association agreement allows Israeli products to enter
the eU market with reduced import tariffs, but as settlements are not
recognised by the eU as part of Israel, settlement products may not

The Technical Arrangement puts the burden of identifying
settlement goods on the european customs, rather than on Israel
as the exporting country. It requires the customs and importers to
imported from Israel and it is at odds with the normal processing
of imports by european customs that is carried out through
automated IT systems. For most european customs authorities

4.2 Consumer labelling
Besides the problem with identifying the origin of products when they
enter the eU market, there is a second problem with labelling of those
goods at the point of sale to the consumer. Clear and accurate labelling
at the point of sale is the responsibility of the retailer.
Under international law, settlements are not part of the State of Israel,
but settlement products, agricultural as well as industrial, are often sold
as “made in Israel”, thus misleading consumers. An increasing number

and falsely claiming preferential access. Customs inspections in

due to the circumstances of their production. Yet their right to exercise
legislation.

not the actual place of production in settlements.137
recently, the european Commission has implicitly recognised the
problem by extending the responsibility for checking the products’
place of origin from customs authorities to importing companies.138

legally sound solution.
By putting the burden of identifying settlement goods on the
european side, the Technical Arrangement still allows Israel to
continue treating settlements as an integral part of its territory. By
accepting imports of settlement products with origin designated
as ‘Israel’, the eU and eFTA are acquiescing to Israel’s creeping

To rectify this, the eU and eFTA would need to oblige Israeli
exporters to conform to eU regulations by correctly designating
the origin of settlement products and ceasing to designate them
as ‘Israel’ – as called for also by the european parliament.139 This
would shift the responsibility for distinguishing settlement goods
onto Israel as the exporter and ease the burden on european
customs and importers.

Dates on sale in the UK. In accordance with the labelling guidelines introduced
by the UK government in 2009, the label clearly states that it is “Israeli settlement
produce”. Photo: Quaker Peace and Social Witness

from settlements be labelled as “produce of the West Bank (Israeli
settlement produce)” and palestinian produce as “produce of the West
Bank (palestinian produce)”.141

sourcing own-branded food products from the settlements.142
In May 2012, denmark announced it would adopt similar labelling
143
An
action. In May 2012, eU Foreign Ministers made a public commitment

“These actions should be applauded and other
governments and companies should follow suit.”
Labelling of settlement products is a “simple act
[which] reminds us that settlements are a grave
violation of international law and an instrument
in a dangerous project of de facto annexation”.
Alon Liel, former director General of the Foreign Ministry of Israel
and Israel’s former Ambassador to South Africa.148

bilateral arrangements applicable to settlement products” – which
also implies correct labelling of settlement goods in line with eU
legislation.144
In Switzerland, the biggest retail chain Migros announced that it would
introduce correct labelling of all settlement products, agricultural as well
as industrial, by 2013.145
decided in August 2012 that it would issue a notice requiring correct
labelling of settlement goods.146

this in 2010.135
Trade Association (eFTA)-Israel free trade agreement.

territory, designates the origin of all exported products, including those
to respect their own legal obligation to exclude settlement goods from
preferential treatment.

“Israeli settlements in the occupied territories are
illegal and cannot be regarded as a part of the
territory of Israel. Therefore, goods produced in
these settlements by Israeli companies cannot be
regarded as goods originating in Israel.”
european Commission140

Arrangement enabling european customs authorities to identify
settlement goods and exclude them from preference. The customs

“This is a move that will clearly show consumers that
this produce has been produced under conditions
that not only the Danish government, but also the
European governments have rejected. Then it is up
to consumers whether they are prepared to buy the
produce. (…) This is not targeted against Israel, but
against illegal settlements.”
147

postcodes of settlements in order to determine whether the place of
origin is in Israel proper or in a settlement.136
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Consumer protection laws and settlement
goods

4.3 Discouraging private sector
dealings with settlements

eU consumer protection legislation, including the eU Unfair

International frameworks for corporate social responsibility (CSr)

the right to the information they require to exercise choice.149
UCpd has been transposed into national legislation in all eU

measures than correct labelling of settlement products. CSr
guidelines including the UN Guiding principles on Business
and Human rights and the oeCd Guidelines for Multinational

and others .
The Foreign Affairs Council in May 2012 called for member
150

4.4 Banning imports of settlement
products
While the introduction of labelling guidelines would enable
consumers to choose whether they wish to buy settlement goods

159

Under the eU’s research and development funding programme
FP7
in a factory based in an illegal settlement.162 Under the same
programme, the eU has also contributed €114,400 to the Israeli
Antiquities Authority based in illegally annexed east Jerusalem.163 In

humanitarian law.

151

to companies on how to respect human rights throughout their
operations (see chapter 3.3).

permitting trade with settlements at all appears inconsistent with
fact that all production and manufacturing within the settlements

… applicable to settlement products”.

with settlements including purchasing of settlement goods and

import of settlement products.
The Irish Foreign Minister has already called for an eU-wide
ban on imports from settlements160

make an informed choice.

156

Where a product from a settlement is labelled as “product of
Israel”, this is a case of misleading information prohibited under
of Israel under international law.

agreements with their suppliers in Israel stating that fruit and

Where a settlement product is labelled “product of the West
Bank”, this too can be considered misleading information and a
152
Although the settlements are factually

cosmetics products in Norway, announced it would stop all sales of

reasonably well-informed consumer needs to be able to
distinguish between products legitimately made by palestinian

proper. While settlement products are still being sold by other stores
in Norway, the extent of Norway’s trade with settlements has been

unilaterally adopt measures to restrict trade if on the basis of
regulation 260/2009 it “can justify its action on grounds of public
morality, public policy or public security … and in doing so it does
not infringe eC law”.161 James Crawford’s legal opinion (see

The new Agreement on Conformity Assessment and Acceptance
of Industrial Products (ACAA) that facilitates eU-Israel trade in
industrial products does not include an adequate territorial clause to
by the european parliament in october 2012.164 Unless Israel
itself formally limits the application of ACAA to Israel proper, the
agreement’s implementation will lead the eU to formally recognise
ACAA without obtaining such a binding territorial limitation from
Israel would thus breach existing eU and international law and set a
dangerous precedent.
The EU-Israel civil aviation agreement signed in July 2012 also has
beyond the Green Line.165

ban trade with settlements and that such a measure would not
breach World Trade organisation regulations.

their application to Israel proper, regardless of Israeli domestic law.

A ban on the import of Israeli settlement goods is not a ban or
boycott on trade with Israel, which the signatories to this report do

contain legal safeguards that exclude participation of entities based or
operating in settlements.

157

In case of the Fp7 programme, the european Commission admitted
consumer can make an informed decision on ethical grounds.
stopped selling own-brand settlement produce following the
UCpd is supplemented by more detailed regulations relating
to food products. For fresh produce, indication of the country
of origin - in a way which does not mislead the consumer - is
mandatory.153 For other food items, based on a new regulation
that must be applied from 2014, information on the country of
required where its absence is likely to mislead consumers.154

eU cosmetics regulation that must be applied from 2013 will
make origin labelling of cosmetics compulsory across the eU.155

retailers claim they are able to use their traceability mechanisms to

all trade with suppliers that source produce from both Israeli
settlements and Israel itself, citing the costs of tracing and auditing
all their produce to ensure the exclusion of settlement goods. The
Co-op cancelled its contracts (worth £350,000) with four of its
are known to source produce from settlements but emphasised
they would continue to use suppliers from inside Israel that do not
source from settlements.158
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4.5 Excluding settlements from
agreements and cooperation instruments with Israel

postcodes. Apart from imposing an additional bureaucratic burden
on the Commission, this approach does not exclude entities such
uses a registration address within Israel. The successor to the Fp7
programme, Horizon 2020, offers an opportunity to include a clear

Israel extends the territorial scope of its agreements with the eU
to include the settlements, which it treats as an integral part of
its territory in accordance with its domestic law. The eU, which
does not recognise settlements as part of Israel, is obligated by
its own law to restrict the territorial scope of its agreements and
cooperation instruments to Israel within its pre-1967 borders.

regulation currently under discussion in the european parliament does

are still falling short of what is necessary:

european policies closer in line with their rhetoric.

As this chapter has shown, there are still many gaps between
practice. Yet, the awareness of the need to rectify these inconsistencies
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CHAPTER 5
RECOMMENDED
MEASURES
FOR EUROPEAN
GOVERNMENTS
AND THE EU
As it is their stated position that
“settlements are illegal and an obstacle
to peace” European governments and
the EU must adopt concrete measures
to ensure their policies do not directly
or indirectly support entrenchment
and expansion of settlements. Both
national governments and the EU have
a number of feasible measures at their
disposal.
These measures target only illegal
settlements, not Israel. Adopting them
would effectively re-emphasise the pre1967 Green Line that is being eroded
by settlement expansion and that is of
critical importance for the viability of
the EU-promoted two-state solution.
It would also be a signal of intent that
international law will be upheld.

Sales and imports of settlement
products
1. Ensure correct consumer labelling of all settlement
products: As a minimum measure in line with existing
issue guidelines to ensure all settlement products (including
manufactured goods) are accurately labelled so that consumers
are aware of their true origin and can make an informed choice.
Settlement products should be labelled as, for example, “West
Bank (Israeli settlements)” to clearly distinguish them from both
products made in Israel and palestinian products. The european
labelling of settlement products to ensure harmonisation.

“Contrary to what you may think, EU member states
which take these measures act in Israel’s interest.
They do so because they take steps that defend and
reinforce the Green Line.“

Financial transactions
to settlements
7. Remove organisations funding settlements from tax
deduction systems:

the Jewish Agency and the World Zionist organization, expressing
169

2012 to exclude the Karmel-instituttet, a Norwegian organisation
that has collected donations for Israeli settlements, from its list

Excluding settlements from EU
and national relations with Israel

2. Discourage companies from trading with and investing
in settlements:

preferential market access: In complementarity with the

Multinational enterprises and the UN Guiding principles on

treatment. In order to ensure that, and to properly implement
eU’s own regulations, europe must insist Israeli exporters start
correctly designating the origin of settlement products, and cease
designating them as ‘Israel’.

model.172

and related activities:
as recommended by the eU’s Heads of Missions in the opT,
transactions from their citizens, organisations and businesses in
173
In the
absence of common eU action, such measures can be implemented

Other measures
9. Discourage citizens from buying property in settlements:

5. Exclude settlements from bilateral agreements and
cooperation instruments:
166

3. Ban imports of settlement products: As a further-reaching
products from entry to the eU market. Trade in products of illegal
settlements is inconsistent with eU foreign policy and, at least in
such as water or minerals, may directly aid or assist ongoing
an eU-wide ban on imports from settlements167, but in the interim,
on the import of Israeli settlement goods is not a ban or boycott
on trade with Israel, which the signatories to this report do not

to buy property in settlements, alerting them to the illegality of
settlements, the doubtful legal title of most settlement properties and

Israel cannot be applied to settlements:
All agreements with Israel must include clear territorial

agreement , which does not contain an adequate territorial
clause, should only be implemented if Israel itself formally limits
its application to Israel proper.
170

regulations for cooperation programmes, including the eUfunded research programme Horizon2020 currently under
discussion, must include legal safeguards that exclude
participation of entities based or operating in settlements.

strengthened and implemented by all member states.
10. Issue guidelines for European tour operators: As
recommended by the eU’s Heads of Missions in the opT, national
support for settlement businesses, including hotels, bus operators,
archaeological sites, etc.174
11. Draw up a list of companies mis-stating the origin of
settlement goods: As requested by the european parliament, the
european Commission should draw up a list of companies exporting
settlement products, which persist in mis-stating the non-preferential
origin of those goods as Israel. This measure would be complementary

safeguards in their bilateral relations with Israel.

“We consider it necessary that the EU bring an end
to the import of settlement products which are, in
contradiction with EU labeling regulations, marketed
as originating in Israel.”

prodi, Felipe Gonzales, Lionel Jospin and 20 other former
european leaders168
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175

6. Exclude settlement products and companies from public
procurement: In tendering of public contracts, such as catering

12. Insist that Israel disaggregates settlement data for the
OECD:

and state-funded bodies should specify that no settlement
that companies operating in settlements are excluded.171 This
must be done before Israel is allowed increased access to public
has failed to request Israel to do so.
eU-Israel Action plan.
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